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Background: Teacher burnout is characterized by emotional and physical exhaustion resulting from excessive work-related stress. 
Previous research based on traditional latent variable theory has revealed a significant negative relationship between TB and 
psychological capital (PsyCap). This study explored the complex symptoms of TB and the contact points of PsyCap in reducing 
TB using psychometric network analysis.
Methods: A total of 3991 teachers completed the burnout subscale of the Professional Quality of Life and Psychological Capital 
Scale.
Results: The results showed that: (a) In the TB network, the core symptoms displayed by teachers due to burnout are difficulty feeling 
“I am a very caring person”, “I am happy”, and “I am the person I always wanted to be”; (b) The TB-PsyCap network was closely 
connected, and the symptoms affected each other. PsyCap affected the TB network through “I feel optimistic and happy almost 
every day” and “I often feel that there is a future as a teacher”; (c) PsyCap’s bridge symptoms had a negative impact on TB, and 
PsyCap may reduce TB primarily through optimistic, hopeful dimensions.
Conclusion and Implications: Psychometric network analysis helps us understand the complex symptoms of TB and the contact 
points of PsyCap in reducing TB. This study offers valuable insights into the prevention of, and intervention in, burnout within the 
teaching community.
Keywords: teacher burnout, psychological capital, network analysis, network comparison

Introduction
School teachers are widely acknowledged as a vulnerable workforce, since they commonly experience negative 
emotions, particularly burnout.1 In secondary schools, a significant number of teachers report moderate-to-high levels 
of burnout, with 28.1% experiencing severe emotional exhaustion.2 The detrimental impact of burnout on teachers is 
evident in various aspects of their professional lives, including job performance, workforce retention, and student 
learning and achievement.3 Specifically, burnout diminishes teachers’ job satisfaction, commitment, and ability to 
provide adequate emotional and academic support to their students.3 Moreover, it has been identified as the primary 
contributory factor when it comes to teachers’ intentions to leave the profession within the relatively short period of five 
years.1 These findings underscore the urgent need to address burnout among teachers comprehensively and effectively.

The traditional latent variable theory has served as the basis of most studies on teacher burnout (TB); the aforemen-
tioned theory sees the symptoms of burnout as resulting from potential common factors, and uses the total score to 
explain the severity of the burnout, with equal importance assigned to each item (symptom) and no attention given to the 
interaction between symptoms.4 However, psychometric network analysis (PNA), which is based on dynamic system 
models, provides a more recent perspective for determining the internal mechanisms of TB. By constructing a model with 
nodes, and edges between those nodes, PNA can visually describe the complex relationships between internal nodes. 
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Despite its potential, there has been a lack of exploration when it comes to the systemic characteristics of TB. The current 
study aimed to address this gap by using PNA to explore the complex symptoms of TB.

Developing effective strategies to reduce burnout among teachers is crucial for educational administrations. Previous 
studies have consistently found that enhancing psychological capital (PsyCap) effectively reduces burnout.5,6 Although 
many studies have indicated that certain aspects of burnout, such as emotional exhaustion and depersonalization, are 
significantly and negatively influenced by PsyCap,7 most have relied on traditional latent variable models.6,8,9 However, 
the use of traditional approaches poses limitations when analyzing TB and PsyCap, since they are multidimensional 
constructs with complex interrelationships. These conventional methods do not allow for a comprehensive examination 
of the individual components or symptoms within each construct or their interconnectedness. Consequently, valuable 
information on specific dimensions and their influence may be overlooked, thereby limiting our understanding of the 
intricate nature of TB and PsyCap. As such, it is essential to explore alternative methods that can capture the multi-
dimensionality and interplay of these constructs – such as PNA, which allows for the examination of both direct and 
indirect relationships between TB and PsyCap – so as to gain a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding of their 
dynamics.

Through investigating the “contact points” of the TB-PsyCap network in this study, we can enhance our under-
standing of the relationships between specific symptoms or resources and their impact on burnout and mental health. 
These “contact points” elucidate the crucial links or characteristics that generate effects or interactions, forming a basis 
for further uncovering the internal mechanisms behind TB. This deeper insight enables us to understand how specific 
symptoms contribute to the development of TB and how PsyCap functions as a protective factor. Currently, the 
interventions targeting TB lack precision and effectiveness. Nevertheless, by identifying these “contact points”, precise 
and efficient intervention programs can be developed that provide accurate targets for professionals in the field, including 
researchers and management. Moreover, once we have identified the central nodes in the network and the “contact 
points” of the relevant networks, we can take proactive measures to target the most influential symptoms and strengthen 
the key psychological resources which are crucial to teachers’ mental health and well-being.

Literature Review
Burnout can occur in many professions; however, teachers are particularly susceptible.10 Teachers are at risk of burnout 
because teaching requires considerable investment (eg, time and psychological resources).11 In a Gallup study, 44% of 
K–12 educators reported feeling burned out frequently or constantly. According to a meta-analysis of studies,12 burnout 
among teachers in China increases annually. Several studies support the notion that burnout among teachers has been 
demonstrated to have harmful effects, including teacher absenteeism,13 turnover intention,14 psychological health 
problems,15,16 less enthusiasm for teaching,17 and attrition cognition.18

Since TB has become a global issue,19,20 many researchers, school administrators, and teachers themselves have 
focused on finding ways to successfully reduce TB.8,21 Scholars have found that teachers’ psychological characteristics 
significantly affect burnout.22 Previous studies have shown that improving psychological capital (PsyCap) is a useful 
strategy when it comes to preventing burnout.5 For example, Zhao et al found that enhancing teachers’ PsyCap may be 
effective in helping them to reduce their burnout, possibly because PsyCap acts as an essential personal resource for 
alleviating burnout.6 Lei et al argued that universities should seek to increase teachers’ PsyCap, which may be a way of 
reducing burnout by buffering role conflicts.23

PsyCap denotes the positive psychological state or capacity which individuals develop during their personal growth 
and development process.24 For teachers, it also refers to their internal job-related resources.8 In this article, PsyCap is 
defined as the personal positive psychological resource which can assist teachers in coping with challenges and achieving 
their goals. PsyCap can be measured, developed, and managed to improve performance.25 It comprises four character-
istics: self-efficacy, optimism, hope, and resilience.26 Many studies have revealed that PsyCap is a positive and valuable 
resource that promotes job satisfaction and job performance.27–30

PsyCap is a defense mechanism against unfavorable employee outcomes such as resignation plans and pessimism.31 

Based on the Job Demands-Resources (JD-R) model, employees who are stressed at work may experience emotional 
exhaustion.32 When teachers feel exhausted or burned out due to job demands, they can protect themselves by mobilizing 
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their positive resources (PsyCap) as a coping mechanism. Job resources involve organizational, social, and physical 
aspects that not only help to achieve job goals, but also to reduce the psychological costs associated with job demands 
and promote employee growth and development.33 PsyCap is a personal resource related to how people believe they can 
influence their work.34 Teachers with high PsyCap may feel that they have more control over their work and work 
environment, and are better able to meet the demands of their job, thus increasing the likelihood of them being able to 
personally cope with burnout.

A large body of research supports the idea that PsyCap reduces teacher burnout. Makhdoom et al argued that TB is an 
occupational health issue and that improving personal resources (PsyCap) may help to address the negative relationship 
between educators and burnout in the country’s higher education institutions.35 For instance, a recent meta-analysis by 
Loghman et al (254 independent samples, over 96,000 participants), which investigated 244 studies, revealed that PsyCap was 
negatively associated with burnout.36 Several earlier studies confirmed these connections in teacher communities (eg,37).

PNA
The traditional view of statistics assumes that the relationships between observed variables are explained by the 
underlying latent variables. Latent variables are unobserved constructs representing abstract concepts or traits. These 
latent variables are believed to cause the correlations or relationships observed among the measured variables. From this 
perspective, the measured variables are considered indicators of the underlying latent variables. Network models offer 
a more straightforward and intuitive representation of the relationships between observed variables. They do not rely on 
reducing the dimensionality of the data or assuming the presence of latent constructs. Instead, they focus on visualizing 
and understanding the direct connections between variables. In network models, the emphasis is on identifying the direct 
connections between variables, which can provide insights into the underlying structure and dynamics of the variables of 
interest. PNA is an innovative statistical technique that effectively captures the intricate relationships between mental 
structures at the granular component level.38 In PNA, nodes are psychological variables such as emotional states or 
symptoms.39 PNA assumes that nodes (eg, symptoms or other psychopathological features) cluster together because they 
may have certain reciprocal interactions. These connections are referred to as “edges” in network research,40 and the 
weight of an edge represents the strength of the association between two nodes. Comparing PNA to the traditional latent 
variable approach before using PNA itself can help us to better understand the latter method. A latent variable model can 
be used to conceive of TB as something in a person that results in symptoms such as inefficiency, sleepiness at work, 
exhaustion, and overload. However, no test can truly ascertain whether an individual is experiencing burnout. Using an 
analogy, medicine can identify disease-causing microbes under a microscope to determine whether they are causing the 
disease. However, the complex psychological structure makes it difficult to use a similar approach to determine whether 
teachers experience burnout. The network model does not rely on such an assumption (ie, some underlying problems or 
potential variables cause symptoms, such as fatigue and difficulty with load). Instead, TB is now thought of as a network 
of various symptoms, or “nodes”, that interact and have an impact on one another in real time.

From a network perspective, PNA can provide considerable insights into TB symptoms. It can be used to effectively 
investigate multicollinearity and predictive mediator.41 Furthermore, the benefit of using PNA is that networks can 
directly observe and study the relationships between nodes. Only a few studies have used social network analysis to 
understand TB and explore the factors associated with burnout transmission (eg,42). However, understanding of TB from 
the perspective of PNA remains unclear. This study aimed to use PNA to visualize and explain the core symptoms of TB 
and to examine whether and how PsyCap impacts TB. If we can better capture the core symptoms of TB and elucidate 
the link between PsyCap and TB, this could lead to more successful and beneficial interventions. Previous research may 
have overlooked the unique relationship between different components of PsyCap and burnout. Using PNA, the present 
study aimed to examine this issue.

Current Study
The PNA method is used to clarify the component-level connections between PsyCap and TB. The current study had two 
aims: (1) to apply PNA to explore the complex symptoms of TB, and (2) to explore the contact points of teachers’ 
PsyCap in reducing TB and provide a research foundation for subsequent precise clinical intervention. To some extent, 
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the current study increases our understanding of TB at the component level. This can help develop effective strategies to 
reduce TB in educational management.

Method
Participants
This study recruited 3991 teachers. No additional inclusion or exclusion criteria were applied. Notably, we only analyzed 
teachers who experienced professional burnout, resulting in a final sample size of 1729. These teachers were all from 
Zhejiang Province, China. The mean teaching experience of the participants was 17.70 years (SD = 10.94), and their 
mean age was 38.34 years (SD = 8.61); however, information on the age of eight (0.46%) teachers was missing. The final 
sample included 541 male (31.30%) and 1188 female (68.70%) teachers. Additionally, 1456 teachers (84.20%) majored 
in teaching programs and 273 (15.80%) majored in non-teaching programs.

Measures
Burnout was measured using the Professional Quality of Life Scale (ProQOL) subscale, which was developed by Stamm 
et al and revised by Chen et al for the nurse group, and by Yu et al for the teacher group.43–45 This subscale consists of 10 
items rated on a 5-point Likert scoring system ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (very often). Half of the items were scored 
using reverse scoring, and the items included were: (1) “I am happy” (Item 1); (2) “I feel connected to others” (Item 2); 
(3) “I have beliefs that sustain me” (Item 5); (4) “I am the person I always wanted to be” (Item 6); and (5) “I am a very 
caring person” (Item 10). The Chinese version of the subscale has high validity and reliability in Chinese samples (eg,45). 
The Cronbach’s α coefficient of this subscale was 0.88.

The Psychology Capital Scale assesses teachers’ PsyCap.37,46 This scale consists of 19 items divided into four 
components. The four factors were hope (four items, eg, “Right now, I am actively achieving the goals I set for myself”), 
optimism (five items, eg, “I always think in the good direction for the uncertain results in my work”), resilience (six 
items, eg, “I’m often overwhelmed when I’m having trouble teaching’”, and confidence (four items, eg, “I am very 
confident in my teaching abilities”). Notably, the scale uses a 6-point Likert scoring system, with reversal scores for items 
2, 3, 7, and 10. Each statement received responses ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). High levels of 
validity and reliability have been reported for this scale in China.47,48 In the current study, the Cronbach’s α value 
was 0.92.

Procedure
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the local university and adhered to the principles of the Declaration 
of Helsinki, ensuring ethical conduct of the research. The study protocol was assigned code No. ZSRT2021012, and 
received official approval on March 15, 2021. Prior to participating in the experiment, all respondents provided written 
informed consent, demonstrating their willingness to take part in the study. No incentives, bonuses, or rewards were 
offered to the participants for their involvement. Data collection was conducted through an online survey platform, 
similar to the Qualtrics Online Sample, specifically tailored to the Chinese context and operated by a reliable organiza-
tion, namely Credamo (www.credamo.com). To guarantee confidentiality and anonymity, the participants were assured 
that their responses would be treated with strict confidentiality and used exclusively for academic research purposes. The 
online survey encompassed various research enquiries, including demographic information, and took participants 
approximately 19 minutes to complete. Data collection occurred in November 2021.

Statistical Analysis
For every questionnaire item, all the data was present. Before analyzing the data, we tested kurtosis and skewness to 
examine the data distribution patterns. Following the recommendations of Epskamp et al, four steps were performed to 
estimate and evaluate the network of TB symptoms.41 R (version 4.2.2 in RStudio 2022.12.0+353) was used to compare 
the networks and estimate their structures, while descriptive statistical tests were conducted using SPSS version 26.0.
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Estimating the Network
The Gaussian graphical model (GGM) is a statistical model used to represent dependencies between variables in 
multivariate data. The authors recommended using the GGM when the data followed a multivariate normal 
distribution,39 because its edges could be easily interpreted as partial correlation coefficients.49 In this study, we 
employed the graph package to estimate a regularized GGM that integrates the Graphical Lasso (a statistical method 
used for estimating inverse covariance matrices in high-dimensional data) and Extended Bayesian Information Criterion 
model selection methods (a model selection criterion that is used in statistical modeling to determine the best-fitting 
model among a set of candidate models).50 The expected network structure was determined using the EBIC glasso 
function, which allowed us to eliminate small partial correlations from the network using the “least absolute shrinkage 
and selection operator” (LASSO).51 The tuning parameter in the LASSO was selected by minimizing the EBIC.52 For 
this study, a hyperparameter value of 0.5 was set based on the findings of Foygel and Drton.53

In a GGM, the absence of an edge between two variables indicates conditional independence, suggesting that their 
relationship can be explained by the intermediate variables in the network. Conversely, the presence of an edge indicates 
a direct dependency between variables. The thickness of an edge, which represents the estimation of the partial correlation 
coefficient indicating the correlation between two nodes while controlling for all other nodes, can be considered as the strength 
of the association. The positive and negative edges are represented by green and red lines, respectively.

Estimating Centrality
Centrality indices play a crucial role in network analysis, enabling researchers to understand the significance and impact 
of individual nodes in a network and facilitating informed decision-making and strategic planning. Various centrality 
indices were considered, namely strength, closeness, betweenness, and expected influence. We utilized the centrality plot 
function in the graph package to calculate the centrality indices.54 Centrality of strength is the key index used in this 
section to measure the importance of nodes within a network. Strength centrality refers to the number of non-zero edges 
that a node has in the network. Nodes with higher centrality counts are considered more prominent within the network.49 

The betweenness centrality measures the frequency with which a node acts as a bridge for the shortest path between other 
nodes. It reflects the role and influence of a node or edge on the entire network. The definition of betweenness centrality 
is based on the percentage of total shortest paths that circumvent the node.55 Closeness centrality is the inverse sum of 
the shortest pathways in which a node is involved. In PNA, nodes with a higher closeness centrality tend to have a higher 
frequency of short pathways passing through them.56 The expected influence centrality considers weighted networks that 
account for both positive and negative relationships between nodes. It is calculated as the sum of the edge weights and 
aims to assess the overall influence of a node on the network and its potential role in network activation, persistence, and 
remission.57 The relative importance of a given node to other nodes in a network is revealed by centrality indices.58

Network Accuracy and Stability
We calculated the accuracy and stability using the Bootnet package. First, 95% confidence intervals (CI) with non- 
parametric bootstrapped samples were used to assess edge weight accuracy.49 Narrower CIs suggest a more accurate edge 
calculation. Second, case-dropping subset bootstrapping (with replacement and 1000 bootstrapped samples) can be used 
to evaluate centrality stability.49 Between the centrality indices in the initial sample and the subset centrality based on 
various subsets of the initial samples (eg, 95% of the sample, 25%, etc.), various correlation values were obtained.49,56 

The node centrality stability should ideally be above 0.5 for interpretability and stability, using the correlation stability 
coefficient (CS-coefficient), which was utilized to characterize node centrality stability.49,59 Finally, bootstrap difference 
tests were used to determine whether the centrality indices of the nodes varied considerably.

Results
Accuracy and Stability of the Network
The accuracy and stability of our network were evaluated by assessing the edge-weight accuracy and centrality stability, 
in addition to and looking out for statistically significant variations among centrality indices. Initially, 95% bootstrapped 
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CIs were used to assess the edge-weight accuracy. As shown in Figure 1, a significant amount of bias is implied by the 
comparatively large bootstrapped CIs, since they suggest more variability in the calculation of edge weights. Greater CIs 
indicate a wider “shaded area” surrounding the mean bootstrapped estimated edge weights (black line), which leads to 
decreased confidence in the “correctness” of calculating the edge weights between pairs of specific nodes.49,60 Next, we 
applied a case-dropping subset bootstrap to calculate the correlation stability (CS) coefficient. To maintain a correlation 
of 0.7 for at least 95% of the sample, the CS coefficient (correlation = 0.7) is the maximum percentage of sample 
instances that can be omitted from the initial full set of cases.61 The results are shown in Figure 2, which displays the 
outcomes. Additionally, we employed a bootstrap differential test to evaluate variations in network features (namely 
variations in edge weights and node strengths).49 Finally, and as per Epskamp et al, CS coefficients above 0.70 indicate 
the maximum acceptable level of sample reduction, with a CS coefficient above 0.50, which is acceptable, and 
a minimum of no less than 0.25.41 Our results showed that strength = 0.67, closeness = 0.52, and betweenness = 0.52 
of the CS coefficients, thus indicating that the network’s overall stability was good. The results are shown in Appendix 
Figures 1 and 2.

Estimating the Network
As per the network analysis research by Di Fabio et al, the range of skewness and kurtosis thresholds we adopted is also 
−1 to 1.62 The results show that the skewness and kurtosis of PsyCap 1, 11, and 15 deviated slightly from this range, and 
the skewness of PsyCap 12 deviated slightly from this range. However, all other items and two means were within the 

Figure 1 The accuracy and stability of the burnout and PsyCap symptom network are displayed together with the confidence intervals (CIs) of the guided edge weights 
estimated. The red line represents the sample value, and the gray area represents the CI. The black line represents the mean edge weight estimated by bootstrap. The x-axis 
represents the estimated edge weight coefficient, and the y-axis represents each estimated edge weight of the network, ranked from the highest to the lowest average guided 
edge weight.
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threshold range, indicating that the degree of departure from normality was within an acceptable range. The test results 
for skewness and kurtosis are presented in Appendix Tables 1a and b. Additionally, Q-Q plots have been helpful in this 
regard.63 Graphical inspection revealed that the data closely approximated a normal distribution. The plots are shown in 
Appendix Figure 3.

To investigate the interrelationship between TB symptoms and to explore the points of influence where PsyCap 
affects the network structure, we computed a regularization network using 10 TB items and 19 PsyCap items. The 
network generated 406 edges, which were calculated as 29*(29–1)/2. Network estimation revealed 190 non-zero edges 
present within the network itself. Table 1 shows each TB item and its symptom clusters. Using multidimensional scaling 
(MDS), highly-correlated nodes appear close together, whereas weakly correlated nodes are far apart.64 Appendix 
Figures 4 and 5 showed that burnout symptoms 1, 2, 5, 6, and 10 were closely clustered, indicating a strong relationship 
between these symptoms. This suggests that teachers experiencing burnout tend to feel suppressed and isolated, lack 
belief, and gradually become indifferent to their goals. Burnout symptoms 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9 were highly correlated, 
representing the typical manifestations of TB. PsyCap symptoms 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 10 clustered together, implying that 
teachers with lower PsyCap often struggle to cope with teaching challenges. They lack confidence in their work and are 
pessimistic about their futures as teachers.

As depicted in Figure 3, among the burnout symptoms, burnout 7, “I feel worn out because of my work as a teacher”, 
and burnout 8, “I feel overwhelmed because my teaching load seems endless”, had the highest strength connection. The 
next strongest connection was between burnout 1 (“I am happy”) and burnout 2 (“I feel connected to others”).

Figure 2 Stability of centrality indices by case dropping subset bootstrap. The x-axis displays the percentage of cases removed at each step. The y-axis shows the average 
correlation between centrality indices from the original network and the re-estimated networks after dropping an increasing percentage of cases. The color-coded regions 
indicate the 95% CI.
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As for the PsyCap symptoms, PsyCap 9, “I can’t teach students with poor grades no matter how hard I try”, and 
PsyCap 10, “I often feel that there is no future for me as a teacher”, were the most closely connected.

PsyCap symptoms were closely related to burnout symptoms and various other symptoms interacting with each other. 
In the PsyCap and burnout symptom cluster network, the strongest correlations were found between PsyCap 10, “I often 
feel that there is no future for me as a teacher”, and Burnout 10, “I am a very caring person”, followed by Burnout 1, “I 
am happy”, and PsyCap 13, “I feel optimistic and happy almost every day”, all of which were negative.

Centrality Indices
In the PNA, we performed a centrality estimation to produce centrality indices that characterized the general connection 
between individual symptoms. The estimates of the strength, closeness, betweenness, and expected influence of the 
centrality indices are presented in Figure 4. Taking strength into account, PsyCap 16, “I will solve the difficulties in my 
teaching work no matter what”, PsyCap 15, “I believe I can teach well”, and PsyCap 10, “I often feel that there is no 
future for me as a teacher”, had the highest strength centrality, which indicated that these three affected TB the most. 
Taking closeness into account, burnout 10, “I am a very caring person”, and burnout 6, “I am the person I always wanted 
to be”, had the highest closeness centrality, which indicated that other symptoms could swiftly be affected by them. 

Table 1 Network Nodes of Burnout & PsyCap Symptoms

Symptom Cluster Symptom

Burnout 1 Burnout I am happy
Burnout 2 I feel connected to others

Burnout 3 I am not as productive at work because I am losing sleep over traumatic experiences of a person
Burnout 4 I feel trapped by my job as a teacher

Burnout 5 I have beliefs that sustain me

Burnout 6 I am the person I always wanted to be
Burnout 7 I feel worn out because of my work as a teacher

Burnout 8 I feel overwhelmed because my teaching load seems endless

Burnout 9 I feel “bogged down” by the system
Burnout 10 I am a very caring person

PsyCap 7 PsyCap_Confidence I often have the feeling that I cannot teach my students well
PsyCap 11 I believe I am capable of completing the teaching tasks assigned by the principal

PsyCap 15 I believe I can teach well
PsyCap 19 I am very confident in my teaching abilities

PsyCap 6 PsyCap_Hope I think of various ways to solve problems when I encounter teaching difficulties
PsyCap 10 I often feel that there is no future for me as a teacher

PsyCap 14 Right now, I am energetically accomplishing the goals I set for myself

PsyCap 18 Currently, I am on track to achieve my goal of being an excellent teacher

PsyCap 3 PsyCap_Optimism I do not expect good things to happen to me in my current job
PsyCap 5 If something can go wrong even if I work wisely it can also go wrong

PsyCap 9 I cannot teach students with poor grades no matter how hard I try

PsyCap 13 I feel optimistic and happy almost every day
PsyCap 17 I always think in the good direction for the uncertain results in my work

PsyCap 1 PsyCap_ Resiliency I will be patient in handling the trivial and complicated matters of teaching work
PsyCap 2 I am often overwhelmed when I am having trouble teaching

PsyCap 4 I can still work calmly after being criticized by leaders

PsyCap 8 I will respond calmly when parents do not understand and cooperate with me in teaching
PsyCap 12 I will persist in my work as a teacher even if it is hard and tiring

PsyCap 16 I will solve the difficulties in my teaching work no matter what

Abbreviations: PsyCap, psychological capital; PsyCap_Confidence, confidence dimension of psychological capital; PsyCap_Hope, hope dimension of psychological capital; 
PsyCap_Optimism, optimism dimension of psychological capital; PsyCap_ Resiliency, resiliency dimension of psychological capital.
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Taking betweenness into account, burnout 10, “I am a very caring person”, had the highest betweenness centrality, which 
indicated that this served as a crucial link between the various symptoms and was considered a bridging symptom. Given 
the expected influence, PsyCap 16, “I will solve the difficulties in my teaching work no matter what”, and PsyCap 15, “I 
believe I can teach well”, were the nodes taking both the positive and the negative associations that had the highest sum 
of edge weights; this implied that PsyCap symptoms might enhance the risk of other TB symptoms potentially being 
triggered.

Discussion
TB has garnered significant attention in recent years. This study is the first attempt to investigate the interrelationships 
between the core symptoms of TB and the relationship between PsyCap and TB using a PNA approach. Eventually, 1729 
teachers suffering from burnout symptoms participated in the study, and the results revealed a close association between 
TB and PsyCap, with symptoms reciprocally influencing each other. The symptom cluster of PsyCap, characterized by 
items such as “I feel optimistic and happy almost every day” and “I often feel that there is no future as a teacher”, exerted 
a negative impact on the TB symptom cluster via “bridge symptoms”. These findings offer critical insights into the 
prevention of, and intervention in, TB, while also highlighting the need for interventions that address the interrelation-
ships between TB symptoms and PsyCap.

Core Symptoms of TB
The PNA results indicated that “I am a very caring person” was a core symptom of TB. As the item was reverse-scored, 
one of the core symptoms of TB was that teachers started to become less caring, which is in line with previous research 
on caring in the teaching profession. For instance, a study conducted by Brown and Biddle discovered that, akin to other 

Figure 3 Network of burnout and PsyCap symptoms in the final sample (N = 1729). Nodes represent symptoms and edges represent partial correlations between 
symptoms. The thickness of the edges indicates the strength of partial correlation, and the color of the edges indicates the value of correlation (green = positive; red = 
negative). Symptoms belonging to the same symptom cluster are represented by the same color (red = burnout; earthy = PsyCap’s confidence dimension; green = PsyCap’s 
hope dimension; blue = PsyCap’s optimism dimension; rose = PsyCap’s resilience dimension). Detailed descriptions of the burnout and PsyCap items can be found in Table 1.
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helping professions, teachers bear the burden of caring in their work.65 Society typically perceives teaching as 
a compassionate profession, and this societal expectation can profoundly impact teachers’ emotional management in 
the workplace.66 To fulfill their caring responsibilities as educators, they must engage in significant emotional labor while 
maintaining a balance with the professional demands of daily teaching.67 Alwi forwarded the belief that teachers must 
adapt to students’ needs and time-consuming resources.68 Burnout is the ultimate stage of resource depletion,69 where 
teachers’ resources become depleted but their inability to recover quickly may lead them to become depressed, 
progressively apathetic, and bored with their work.

The other two core symptoms of TB were “I am happy” and “I am the person I always wanted to be”. Notably, both 
items were reverse-scored, representing the core characteristics of TB as the teacher’s unhappiness and difficulty in 

Figure 4 Standardized centrality estimation of burnout and PsyCap symptoms in the total sample (N = 1729). The corresponding burnout and PsyCap items for each node 
are shown in Table 1.
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becoming the person he or she wants to be. Our findings echo those of previous research on teachers’ well-being at work 
and self-efficacy. For example, De Stasio et al found that teachers’ happiness at school was inversely related to all 
dimensions of burnout; in other words, when employment became unpleasant, unfulfilling, and unrewarding, burnout 
progressively developed.70,71 Furthermore, Hussain et al suggested that the experience of failure strongly reduces self- 
efficacy.72 Low teacher self-efficacy may lead to burnout.73 Teachers with the same sense of professional identity as 
teachers had a higher sense of self-efficacy; they had more resources to cope with pressures from school, family, and 
society,74 meaning that when teachers were chronically depressed and unable to achieve what they wanted, self-efficacy 
was lower and they were likely to be at a high risk of burnout.

Bridge Symptoms of TB-PsyCap Network
The relative essentials of various PsyCap symptoms within larger psychological networks have been evaluated using 
centrality indices.56 According to the results of our PNA, the symptom with the highest strength centrality, namely “I will 
solve the difficulties in my teaching work no matter what”, belonged to the PsyCap resilience symptom cluster, and the “I 
believe I can teach well” symptom belonged to the PsyCap confidence symptom cluster. The two symptoms mentioned 
above had the highest strength centrality in the PsyCap symptom cluster, implying their most severe impact on teachers.

The findings across the TB-PsyCap symptom network suggest that the individual symptoms of TB and PsyCap are 
not equally important. The links between the symptoms of the same TB-PsyCap network were strong. Furthermore, the 
symptoms that connected TB and PsyCap were known as bridge symptoms, and in this study, the most important bridge 
symptom that connected TB-PsyCap symptoms was “I often feel that there is no future for me as a teacher” (PsyCap 
10) – “I am a very caring person” (burnout 10). This was followed by “I feel optimistic and happy almost every day” 
(PsyCap 13) and “I am happy” (burnout 1). The results implied that nodes PsyCap 10, PsyCap 13, burnout 10, and 
burnout 1, which linked TB and PsyCap, were likely significant channels for the interaction between TB and PsyCap 
symptoms. Since items PsyCap 10 and burnout 10 were reverse-scored, a significant negative correlation between 
PsyCap 10 and burnout 10 meant that “I often feel that I have a future as a teacher” positively influenced the teacher 
group’s “I am a very caring person”. Conversely, item PsyCap 10 belonged to the “hope” dimension, when teachers 
believe that they have a bright future as a teacher; indeed, this is a sign that they have hope for the teaching profession. 
Hopeful people have more energy to achieve their goals and enjoy actively participating in their jobs.75 With this said, 
only caring and well-educated teachers can satisfactorily cope with the demands of developed societies in the education 
system.76 At present, however, there is little research on whether teachers’ perceptions that their profession has good 
prospects contribute to their care. Based on our findings, future research should explore the relationship between these 
two factors.

The findings also revealed that “I often feel that there is no future for me as a teacher” (PsyCap 10) and “I feel 
optimistic and happy almost every day” (PsyCap 13) were core symptoms of the PsyCap network. Both symptoms 
describe teachers who are positive about their profession and are optimistic about teaching as a lifelong career in the 
future. Previous studies have also indicated that teachers’ professional optimism plays an important role in their success 
and longevity.77 Our findings are consistent with those of previous work. For instance, hope and optimism may reduce 
the risk.78,79 Ferradás et al showed that teachers with lower PsyCap scores, especially those who scored low in areas such 
as hope and optimism, showed the most pronounced emotional burnout and depersonalization.80 Our study suggests that 
the hope and optimism dimensions of PsyCap primarily influenced TB. Strengthening teachers’ expectations of the future 
and joy in reality may help to reduce TB.

TB-PsyCap Network from JD-R Model Perspective
Our findings indicate that educational professionals with higher PsyCap scores (positively correlated with optimism and 
positivity) may be less prone to TB. As suggested by the JD-R model theory,81 individuals facing high job demands can 
utilize work and personal resources as protective factors against TB. Teachers with high PsyCap may demonstrate greater 
adaptive abilities and employ positive coping strategies, enabling them to deal with job-related challenges and stress 
effectively. This further reinforces the importance of personal resources in JD-R theory. Therefore, abundant personal 
resources can significantly alleviate burnout.82 Furthermore, using a more flexible network analysis approach, our study 
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also revealed the unique role of PsyCap in JD-R theory. Compared to traditional latent variable models, PNA allows 
researchers to explore diverse relationships between variables, including non-linear relationships and interdependencies. 
We found that PsyCap serves not only as a personal resource for alleviating work stress, but also assists teachers in 
actively addressing difficulties at work, providing a new perspective on the JD-R theory. Conversely, a lack of 
psychological resources (eg, lower PsyCap) increases the likelihood of burnout.

In addition, network analysis allows for an in-depth examination of specific relationships rather than attributing all 
relationships to a few latent factors. This helps identify and explain the relationships between individual variables more 
accurately, rather than categorizing them into broader latent categories. Our results highlighted the importance of 
focusing on the optimism and hope aspects of PsyCap. Teachers with optimistic attitudes often adopt proactive 
approaches to cope with the pressures and challenges encountered at work. They do not succumb to negative emotions, 
but actively seek solutions to problems. They also demonstrated good self-restraint and self-control, which contributed to 
achieving a better balance between job demands and personal needs, thereby reducing the risk of developing TB. Our 
work emphasizes a future research direction that can be further explored by investigating ways to enhance teachers’ 
PsyCap so that they can better cope with job demands. This provides a new avenue for future research on JD-R theory.

Implications
This study not only investigates the symptoms of TB from the perspective of PNA, but also reveals how PsyCap affects 
TB, with broad implications for clinical interventions aimed at TB. The network visually presents symptom-to-symptom 
interactions, and interventions targeting the central symptoms may be more effective because they play a primary role.83 

Strength centrality receives more attention because it was the most stable in both this study and earlier network 
analyses.84 Different interventions can be used to treat different core symptoms of TB. For example, in response to 
teachers gradually ceasing to be “a very caring person”, numerous pieces of evidence, including those given by Troman, 
demonstrated the importance of commitment to “care”.85 Noddings forwarded the belief that an environment in which 
caring relationships could flourish should be the goal of all teachers and education policymakers, referring to dialogue as 
the basis for building caring and trusting relationships.86 Enabling teachers and students to communicate with each other 
and understand each other’s needs and problems promptly may help promote teachers’ concern for their students.

Teachers might well experience a sense of professional failure when their idealistic dreams do not align with their 
expectations of perfect professional performance, leading to TB.87 For teachers to feel that “I am the person I always wanted to 
be”, they must first identify with their profession. Fisherman suggests that a sense of professional identity could help reduce 
TB.88 Therefore, supporting teachers in achieving their professional goals and enhancing their professional identity may help 
alleviate TB. Additionally, based on our research findings and those of previous studies,89,90 enhancing PsyCap, especially by 
increasing dimensions such as optimism, hope, and teacher resilience, can be used as an intervention measure for TB. This 
may be because teachers who exhibit high levels of optimism and resilience are more flexible and adaptable to changing 
circumstances.91 Consequently, in the actual teaching process, teachers can be encouraged more if they are provided with 
appropriate feedback and rewards, making them hopeful and prompting them to develop a belief in their teaching abilities, 
which will enable them to overcome the obstacles they may encounter in the teaching process.

Limitations and Future Research
Our investigation provides new insights for understanding the causes of TB and interventions from a PsyCap perspective. 
Network analysis of a large sample of teachers identified several important symptoms of the interaction between TB and 
PsyCap. However, this study has certain limitations. The present findings must be interpreted in light of certain limitations. 
First, although our sample is representative of teachers in Eastern China, it may not be generalizable to other national or 
regional teacher groups. Future research should recruit more teachers from other countries and regions to improve the 
representativeness of the sample. Second, although the results indicate that “I often feel that there is no future for me as 
a teacher” has a negative impact on “I am a very caring person”, there exists little research on the relationship between the two; 
future studies will need to shed more light on this. Third, because this study used cross-sectional data, it was not possible to 
assume a causal relationship. However, correlation is a step in the correct direction to prove causality. Further research should 
address this issue through longitudinal data collection.
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Conclusions
This study represents a pioneering effort to investigate the core symptoms of TB and the intricate relationship between 
teachers’ PsyCap and burnout using a network analysis approach. Our findings underscore the critical importance of 
considering the holistic framework of burnout and recognizing the “contact points” within the TB-PsyCap networks. The 
interconnected nature of these factors highlights the fact that burnout is a complex phenomenon influenced by various 
psychological resources represented by PsyCap. Therefore, any intervention aimed at addressing burnout among teachers 
must consider the multifaceted relationship between their psychological resources and the manifestation of burnout 
symptoms. Using PNA, we uncovered the systemic characteristics of burnout and identified the interplay between 
teachers’ PsyCap and burnout symptoms. This novel approach sheds light on the specific dimensions of PsyCap that 
significantly influence distinct TB symptoms, and offers valuable insights for designing precise interventions to support 
educators facing burnout.

First, educational institutions can use our findings to develop targeted strategies for bolstering teachers’ PsyCap in 
specific areas, ultimately mitigating burnout. Cultivating a supportive educational environment that promotes resilience 
and positive coping strategies could enhance teachers’ overall psychological well-being and job satisfaction. Second, our 
study provides valuable insights into the dynamic nature of burnout and potential interventions to prevent its escalation. 
Understanding the network structure of burnout enables identification of influential nodes, allowing for more efficient 
and effective intervention approaches.
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